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VINYL REMOVAL LIABILITY OF DAMAGE WAIVER
Due to many unknown factors, Colorado Signs cannot be held responsible for damage that
has occurred prior to and/or during the vinyl removal process. Those factors
include and are not limited to ::
> Damage caused during the installation of the graphics, ie; knife marks, burns,
and scratches.
> Flaking or peeling paint/finish caused by road debris, bugs, pressure washing,
poor repair work, accidents, etc.
> Pre-existing paint damage that has been hidden or covered by the graphic.
> Ghost images that are transferred from the graphic to the paint or substrate
surface.
> Tool marks, scratches, scrapes caused by the removal process. These typically
occur when a graphic has been left on too long and the graphic becomes
permanently bonded to the paint.
> Chemical burns or stains caused by adhesive removal products or other
cleaning agents. The chemicals used for vinyl/adhesive removal are usually safe
for most finishes.
> Single-stage painted finishes, powder-coat finishes, oxidized surfaces, plastics,
and rubber are more susceptible to damage
Vinyl graphics have an expected life of 1-2 years for non-vertical applications and
3-5 years for vertical applications. Graphics that are left on longer than noted
above are prone to have damage occur prior to and during the removal process.
Note: Remove a graphic immediately if you notice a rapid color
change/darkening or hairline cracking.
Colorado Signs employees are trained in removing graphics and will do their
best to not harm the substrate surface during the removal process.

WAIVER FORM
We are committed to
providing quality work that
holds value for our clients.
This document outlines our
waiver policies for easy
client understanding.
Should you have questions,
please don’t hesitate to
contact your sales
representative.

By committing to have Colorado Signs perform a graphic removal, you have
accepted the Vinyl Removal Liability Waiver and agree to the terms required by
the fact that there is a chance that damage to the substrate surface may occur.
You are also waiving the right to hold Colorado Signs responsible for any damage
that may occur during the removal process.
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